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SERHIJ JEFREM OV

This brief study by Academician Jefremov, entitled Dorohoju syntézu  — 
Ohljad istoriohrafii u \ra ins\oho  pysmenstva, appeared in “Zapysky istoryčno 
— filolohičkoho viddilu,” Vseukraïnska Akademija Nauk, Knyha 2-3, Kiev, 
1923. The translation of it given below is slightly abridged, and supple
mented by a short bibliography from 1923 up to the present, compiled 
by g e o r g e  l u c k y j . Both parts of the present article deal only with compre
hensive surveys of Ukrainian literature and do not mention studies of particu
lar periods, genres or authors.

Although Ukrainian literature is centuries old and its origin 
reaches back to the beginning of the history of the Ukrainian 
people, the historiography of Ukrainian literature is still a compara
tively young branch of scholarship. The reason why this should 
be so is supplied by history itself. Before the Ukrainian literary 
renaissance, which took place at the end of the eighteenth centuiy, 
a history of Ukrainian literature could not have been expected, 
since there had been very little history written of literature in 
general. However, even after the crucial renaissance period, U krain
ian literature was often regarded, not as a product of the national 
spirit and continuous old traditions, but rather as a positive or 
negative accident, a product of the whim  of a group of frivolous 
and idealist people. This attitude made itself felt in the works 
devoted to Ukrainian literature; and since accidents do not always 
deserve investigation into their causes and whims have obviously 
no underlying laws of logic, the first studies of Ukrainian literature 
have the character of random  subjective observations, based not on 
facts and critical criteria. The early historians were often guided by 
emotion rather than by reason, and were really trying to find their 
way in the dark.

A nd yet, even in these early critical studies suggestions of a sound 
historical instinct can be traced. Some of the finest students of 
U kranian literature, although handicapped firstly by the lack of

* T his is the first of a series of earlier studies of lasting value by Ukrainian scholars. 
It is hoped that translations of similar publications w ill appear in later issues of the A nnals.
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knowledge which prevented them  from gaining the right perspec
tive w ith regard to the past, and secondly by feeling that they stood 
on very shaky ground, were confident that there was an organic 
unity existing between the apparently disjointed events in Ukrain
ian literary history, and that its development followed a definite 
course. This historical instinct prompted some early researchers to 
link their thoughts into the chain that was to become the histori
ography of Ukrainian literature. Even a brief account of this early 
historiography may be of great value to all those interested in the 
history of Ukrainian literature and certain conclusions may be 
deduced from it.

The first writer who stressed the need for a historical conception 
of the development of Ukrainian literature was the well-known 
Galician scholar and patriot of the earlier half of the nineteenth 
century — Ivan Mohylnyćkyj (1777-1831) who as a canon of Pere- 
mysl was a staunch defender of the right to education in the ver
nacular and an adviser to the famous V. Kopitar in Ukrainian affairs. 
A m an of wide vision, he was equipped with a scholarly knowledge 
of his own country’s past, and he devoted m uch of his time to the 
defense of the vernacular and its use in literature. H e wrote an 
apologia for the common speech of the Galician peasants, Vědomost 
o ruskpm jazyce1 which during his lifetime appeared only in an 
abridged Polish translation (Rozprawa o jeżyku ruskim , 1829) and 
was later on twice published in Russian.2 In this work Mohyl
nyćkyj not only defended the independent status of the Ukrain
ia n — or, as he calls it “Ruthenian” (ruska mova) language — as 
being different from both Polish and Russian, but he also linked 
contemporary Ukrainian literature with the older works of litera
ture which had their origin in the Ukraine. H e carefully selected 
all the ancient works which have unmistakable Ukrainian character
istics; he demonstrated the unity of those Ukranians living on the 
banks of the Dnieper w ith their brothers along the Dniester; he 
analyzed carefully and thoroughly the word ru s \y j  which he adopted

1 Published in Ugrainsl^o  —  ru ś^ y j archiv  (Lviv, 1910), V ol. V.
2 I. M ogilevskij (s ic !) , O. d revnosti і sam obitnosti juzno-russkago  ja zyka , Žurná l M in. 

Nar. Prosv., 1839 and Z a p y s \y  o ju zn o j R u sy , (St. Petersburg, 1857), V ol. II.
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for the Ukrainian language in preference to other usages. His 
Vědomost had, as an appendix, what was the first Ukrainian an
thology of Ukrainian literature3 compiled according to the historical 
principle. In that appendix Mohylnyckyj included the ancient 
hramoty of the Princes and translations from  the Bible; devoted 
m uch space to F. Skoryna, and gave extracts from  the Lithuanian 
Statute and legal documents. He also included selections from  the 
works of Berynda, Galjatovskyj, and Radyvylivskyj, as well as 
verses from  Bohohlasny\ — right up to the selections from  Kotl- 
jarevśkyj’s Ene'ida and the verses from Pavlovskyj’s Hramatyhß. 
A t that time the book as a whole was a work of the greatest value 
and significance, both from the scholarly and social points of view. 
It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that generations of Galician 
scholars and intellectuals, such as Levyckyj, Holovackyj, and others, 
used Mohylnyckyj’s work as a guide in their later researches.

There is no doubt about the purpose which guided Mohylnyckyj 
in his work. “Having convinced himself,” he wrote in Vědomost, 
“with the help of all the available documents, of the ancient origin 
and great beauty of the Ruthenian language, the reader, not being 
especially well acquainted w ith the history of his own country, 
may ask why such a beautiful language has survived only among 
the common people, Greek-Catholic clergy, and the lower gentry 
in towns and villages?” 4 And, with a real sense of history and 
logic, he went on, “why has the South Ruthenian literature fallen 
into such decay at the present time, when it could enrich us by 
works of high artistic quality?” 5

T hat Mohylnyckyj should ask this question at the time of Ivan 
Kotljarevskyj’s first faint attempts to revive Ukrainian literature 
in the vernacular — attempts of which he was aware — makes his 
approach to the problem of the historiography of Ukrainian litera
ture even more interesting. Theoretically, that is, Mohylnyckyj came 
to the same conclusions as those upon which, later, the practice of

3 Ja. H ordynśkyj, Persa proba chrestom atii z  и \га іпЯ {о і litera tury, Z apysky  naukovoho  
tovarystva im . Š e vč e n \a ,  vol. CXXV.

4 U h ja inskp  —  ru śk y j A rc h iv ,  Vol. V . pp. 23-24.
5 Z a p ysky  o ju ž n o j R u sy , V ol. II. p. 267.
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the first writers of the Ukrainian literary renaissance was based. 
“His penetrating views were not expressed in vain,” Kulis wrote 
when republishing Mohylnyckyj’s VedomostQ. And, indeed, the 
history of Ukrainian literature did assume the course foreshadowed 
by the instinct and love of this scholar.

The first scholarly and methodical studies of the history of Ukrain
ian literature, published between 1830 and 1860 contained accounts 
of contemporary literature. It m ight even be said that starting 
w ith the work of Osyp Bodjanśkyj (1808-1876), who under the 
pseudonym “Mastak” published a history of Ukrainian literature 
in 1834, it became rather common, indeed almost a matter of form, 
to begin any history of Ukrainian literature with the early nine
teenth century, that is, with Kvitka’s novels. To this type of histori
cal record belong the studies by M. Kostomarov (in  M olody\ for 
1844, and in Herbel’s Poezija Slavjan, 1871) ; A. Metlynśkyj (Skßbent 
Čupryna)\ M. H atcuk; and P. Kulis (studies in Russ\aja Beseda, 
Russhjj V estni\, Chata, and Osnova). According to all of these, 
Ukrainian literature began with Kotljarevskyj’s Eneida; no con
sideration was given to his predecessors and no attem pt was made 
to link the literature in the vernacular with earlier sources. Valua
tion of single authors was also standardized. All regarded Kotl
jarevskyj’s works as negative, condemning them  as a “rambling 
tomfoolery” and preferring H ulak Artemovskyj and especially 
Kvitka whom  they regarded as the father of Ukrainian literature. 
Much attention was usually devoted to Ševčenko and Marko 
Vovčok. W riters like Borovykovskyj, Hrebinka, and Metlynskyj 
were mentioned at random  together with such single works as 
Čary by Kyrylo Topolo or N aśkj ukraiński \a z \ y  by Iśko Materynka 
(Bodjanśkyj).

This schematized pattern is most obvious in the works of Pan- 
telejmon Kulis, who best expressed the views of his generation on 
the origins and values of Ukrainian literature. “The appearance of 
Kotljarevskyj with his Aeneas” wrote Kulis in Chata, “caused 
uproarious laughter, since the common Ukrainian people were

6 Ib id . p. 260.



depicted as quite eccentric. The contemporary Ukrainian intelli
gentsia felt itself elevated above such vulgarities, and their laughter 
directed against Kotljarevskyj’s masterpiece meant a crucial test 
for Ukrainian literature. In fact, this laughter nearly killed the first 
attempt to create Ukrainian literature in the vernacular.” 7

This, however, was the voice of a critic who had been upset by 
malice, rather than that of a cool and objective historian. Literary 
historians still lacked the necessary sense of perspective. They still 
refused to see the development of Ukrainian literature against the 
background of Ukrainian history and as they still regarded it merely 
as an appendix to Russian literature, they naturally made no mention 
of Ukrainian literature before Kotljarevskyj, for what was written 
in the Ukraine before that time had been annexed by Russian 
literary historians as a part of Russian literature.

This early period of the historiography of Ukrainian literature 
ends w ith the publication of P. Petracenko’s Kratkjj istoričeskjj 
očer\ u\rainshoj literatury which appeared in W arsaw in 1861 as 
as an appendix to the history of Russian literature. Following in the 
steps of Kulis, Petračenko after a short introduction devoted ten 
pages to the discussion of Kvítka, Ševčenko, and M arko Vovčok 
as well as Kulis himself. This work had all the drawbacks of 
previous histories of Ukrainian literature — the chief being a com
plete lack of historical perspective.

Much deeper and broader was the approach to historiography 
made by two Galician scholars and writers: Ivan Vahylevyč (1811- 
1866) and Jakiv Holovackyj (1814-1888). Since they were not 
under Russian influence, they were not hindered in their writings 
except by the accepted pattern of Russian literary historians. It 
may be said that they followed Mohylnyćkyj whose influence on 
the literary revival in Galicia was significant. Both of them, writing 
in the 1840’s, left valuable histories of Ukrainian literature, taking 
into account the literature of the old Ruś and the Lithuanian — 
Polish period. Z a m et\i o ruskpj literature by Vahylevyč appeared in

7 Kulis, Perednje slovo do hrom ady. P ohljad na iil{ra'inśl(ti slovestiist, Chata, (St. 
Petersburg, 1860), pp. XVII-XVIII. '
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1848, and Holovackyj’s Tri ustupitelnii predpodavanija o rus\o j 
slovesnosti came out in 1849.

“In my lectures” declared Holovackyj, “I propose to consider 
the main literary achievements of the Ruthenian people in their 
historical order so as to gain a better appreciation of these works.” 8 
This in fact he did, tracing the origins of contemporary literature 
back to the acceptance of Christianity by Ruś. However, both Holo
vackyj and Vahylevyč had many shortcomings. Vahylevyc’s history 
was full of factual errors, and his accounts of m odern writers were 
too sketchy. Something better m ight have been expected from 
Holovackyj, who was an acknowledged authority and a specialist 
in literary history. H e was the first to be elected to the chair of 
Ukrainian language and literature, established in 1848 at Lviv 
University. Yet, in spite of his high qualifications, Holovackyj 
showed strange bias in favor of the ancient literature and neglected 
the greater part of modern literature. His Tri vstupitelnii predpoda
vanija, excellent as far as its methodology and the survey of the 
earlier periods are concerned, is lamentably superficial in its treatment 
of the latest period. Perhaps the Moscowphile spirit, which Holo
vackyj was to develop was already evident here, for his dislike of 
vernacular literature is beyond doubt. “Some m odern Ukrainian 
writers” he writes in the closing chapter of his history, “in attempt
ing to express themselves in the language as spoken by the people 
and in the popular Ukrainian spirit in order to separate themselves 
from the Russian traditions, went to the other extreme.” 9 It is no 
wonder that some of Holovackyj’s students, later prom inent literary 
historians10 remembered well Holovackyj’s conservatism; and we 
are obliged to say that both these Galician historians, Vahylevyč 
and Holovackyj, had small influence on the Eastern Ukraine and 
failed to produce a scholarly and comprehensive history of Ukrai
nian literature, although their studies contributed m uch to the 
progress of historiography.

8 I. O nyškevyč, Ruśl{a bib lio teka , to m  lliP ysa tija  M . Ša š\evyča , I. V ahylevyca  i  Ja. 
H olovackoho  (L viv, 1884), p. 333.

9 Ib id . p. 347.
1 0  O. Ohonovskyj, Istorija literatury n tś/(o j, (Lviv, 1894), IV, pp. 95.
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The next im portant contribution in this field was the history 
of Slavic literatures ( Obzor istorii slavjans\ich literatur, 1865) by 
O. Pypin and V. Spasovič. In the second and thoroughly revised 
edition which appeared under the title Istorija slavjanskich literatur 
(vol I. St. Petersburg, 1879), O Pypin included his comprehensive 
history of Ukrainian literature. It began with the Lithuanian period, 
since Pypin regarded literature prior to that time as the “common 
treasure of both branches of the Russian people.” 11 After giving 
an extensive review of all types of earlier literature, he dealt at 
length w ith the nineteenth century period and summed up the 
Ukrainian literary revival as springing from  the old traditions 
under the influence of the Slavic movement for national regenera
tion. Pypin’s history extended to the 1880’s and contained an account 
of the literature of the Galician revival. It can be regarded as a 
pioneer study of great value and is still of interest today.

In the 1870s there appeared several m inor historical studies of 
Ukrainian literature which deserve to be mentioned. To these belong: 
Pavlyn Svjencyckyj’s V i \  X IX  u dijach literatury ukrainśkpi, Lviv, 
1871; M. Drahamanov’s Literatura rosijś\a vely kor uśka, ukraińska 
1873-74) ; O. Konyskyj’s Istorija ruś\o-ukrdinś\oho pysmenstva X IX  
vika (published under the pseudonym ‘Košovyj in S’pit, 1881-82) 
and his Zarysy ruchu literackiego Rusinów, A theneum , Warsaw, 
1885. None of these can be regarded as of major importance to the 
course of Ukrainian historiography, although they contain a wealth 
of new critical appraisals of Ukrainian literature.

It was during the 1880s that the first outstanding historiographic 
studies of Ukrainian literature began to be written. In 1880 there 
appeared Očerki iz istorii ukrainskoj literatury X V III  ve\a  by Profes
sor M. Petrov (1840-1921). It was republished in a revised edition in 
the Trudy K ievs\o j Duchovnoj Akademii, 1909-1911, and later separ
ately as Očerki iz istorii ukrainskoj literatury X V II  і X V III  vekov, 
Kiev, 1911. In the early 1880s the journal Istoriceskij V estn i\ began 
publishing the second work of the same scholar, which later, in 
1884, appeared in book-form with the title Očerki istorii ukrainskoj

11 A. N . Pypin and V. D . Spasovič, Istorija slavjansl(ich literatur, (St. Petersburg, 1879), 
Vol. I. p. 317.
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literatury X IX  stoletija. This book prompted many criticisms (Kony- 
śkyj, Komarov, Daškevyč) and was yet another stepping stone on 
the road to scholarly interpretation of the history of Ukrainian 
literature. The first book mentioned was meant, as the author ex
plained , 12 as an introduction to the history of Ukrainian literature 
in the nineteenth century. It was devoted to the historical survey 
of earlier literature, going back to the period of Kiev Ruś. The 
strict historical approach shown by Petrov was thus carried to its 
logical conclusion by regarding the earliest literature of the Kiev 
period as the source of evolution of all writing in the Ukraine . 13

Petrov was aware, however, of the complex problem of the 
earlier history of literature written in the Ukraine. “Only further 
historical research,” he wrote, “can untie the Gordian knot of the 
intermixed relations of the two branches of Russian literature.” 
Petrov attempted to supply an answer to this problem in his book, 
but he did this without the support of documents and materials 
which he hoped future research would bring to light. His main 
error was that he took for granted the dependence of Ukrainian 
literature on Russian literature. Yet apart from that, his work con
tained most valuable material, had a sound methodological basis, 
and, coming from a Russian authority on literature as a recognition 
of the ancient Ukrainian literary traditions it gave to Ukrainian 
historiography the stamp, as it were, of scholarly approval.

Petrov’s work was to a large extent supplemented and corrected 
by the history of another great Russian scholar, Academician Daš
kevyč (1852-1908) who, for a long time, was Professor at Kiev. 
This history appeared in St. Petersburg, in 1888 as O tzyv o sočinenii 
g. Petrova: Ocerbj istorii uĄrainskoj literatury X IX  stoletija ( Otcet 
o 29-m prisuzdenii nagrad grafa Uvarova, St. Petersburg, 1888). 
Although intended at first as a review of Petrov’s book, it soon 
expanded into an entirely new work. Contrary to Petrov, Daškevyč 
believed that “Ukrainian literature of the nineteenth century showed 
its own independence and genius while rem aining closely tied to

N . I. Petrov, O černi iz  istorii nk>ainsl{oj litera tury X V II  і  X V II I  v eko v  (K iev, 
1911), p. 2.

1 3  Ib id , pp. 4-5.
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folk traditions.” 14 The borrowings, according to him, did not 
obliterate native spontaneity.15 Developing further Pypin’s view 
of the influence of the Slavic national revival on Ukrainian litera
ture of the nineteenth century, Daškevyč was the first to see a close 
bond between Ukrainian literature and the main currents of 
European culture, without forgetting “the ancient traditions of 
native creativeness.” 16 H e analyzed carefully those “common 
European trends which came to be reflected in Ukrainian literature 
sometimes with the help of Polish or Russian literature, but often 
quite apart from them .” 17 Daskevyc’s work formed the corner
stone necessary for the solid foundation of modern Ukrainian liter
ary historiography.

Starting in 1886, the journal Zorja began publishing the m onu
mental work of O. Ohonovskyj (1833-94), Professor at Lviv uni
versity, entitled Isiorija literatury ruśkpj, which later appeared in 
four parts (six volumes) in Lviv, 1887-1894, but remained unfinished 
because of the author’s death in 1894. “W e regard the Little Russian 
or Ukrainian literature” wrote Ohonovskyj in the introduction to 
his history, “as separate from Russian literature, because the Ukrai
nian people is separate from  the Great Russian people.” 18 Having 
thus established as a fact what certain of his predecessors were 
hesitant about, Ohonovskyj looked to the literature of Kievan Ruś 
as the immediate source of all the later Ukrainian literature .19 
Ohonovskyj argued further that while Ukrainian literature since 
Kotljarevskyj was popular (narodnja), the literature prior to that

1 4  O tcet o 29 -m  pristtžden ii nagrad gr. Uvarova  (St. Petersburg, 1888), p. 55.

1 5  Ib id . p. 263.

1 6  Ib id . p. 109.

1 7  Ib id . p. 55.
1 8  Istorija  literatury ru'sko], (L viv, 1887), I, p. VIII.

1 9  O honovskyj’s view  was severely attacked by several scholars, am ong them  —  O. 
Pypin. In his article Osobaja istorija r tiss \o j litera tury  ( V e s tn i\  E vropy, 1890) Pypin tried 
to reject O honovskyj’s argum ent that the Kiev period can be regarded as the beginning  
of Ukrainian literature. A  detailed reply to Pypin may be found in O honovskyj’s M ojem u  
k r y ty h p v i— V id p o vid  A . P yp inovi, Lviv, 1890 and I. Levyckyj-N ecuj’s (I Baštovyj) 
U \ra ïn stvo  na litera turnych pozvach  z  M o s \o v scyn o ju  (Lviv, 1819). This discussion was 
yet another aspect of Ukrainian-Russian relations and is a part of the controversy between 
“Southerners” and “Northerners.”
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lacked the truly popular element, since its development was hin
dered first by Church-Slavic Byzantine influences, then by Polish 
culture and medieval scholasticism, and finally by the cultural 
oppression of Tzarist Muscovy. For that reason Ohonovskyj paid 
much more attention to the literature of the nineteenth century than 
to that of earlier periods. In spite of a great wealth of biographical 
and bibliographical material Ohonovskyj’s work had very serious 
deficiencies. Because of the lack of any systematic approach, it 
failed to show the historical development, and resembled a collection 
of separate monographs on various writers rather than a history of 
literature. Besides that, the biographies of authors were often stereo
typed, and contained unnecessary pseudo-patriotic commentaries. 
Little consideration was given to the circumstances which condi
tioned the work of the various literary figures mentioned. It must 
therefore be said that Ohonovskyj ended the period of the collection 
of material in historiography without having arrived at a clear 
synthesis of all the available facts.

The following histories of literature published in the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century were useful compilations of 
available material: Ohljad nacjonalnoj prace holických rusynov, 
published in Zorja (1887) by V. Kocovskyj; Literaturni stremlinnja 
halyćkych rusyniv vid 1772 do 1872 r.r. by O. Terleckyj (1850-1902), 
published under the pseudonym “Ivan Zanevyc” in Žyttja i Slovo, 
(1894-95). Halyóko — ruś\e  pysmenstvo 1848-1865 r. was written by 
the same author and published posthumously in Literaturno — пай- 
kovyj V istnyk  (1903).

As the publication of Kotljarevskyj’s Eneida in 1798 is usually 
regarded as the birthday of modern Ukrainian literature, the appear
ance of Stolittje obnovleno'i ukraińsko — ruśkoi literatury by Pro
fessor Oleksander Kolessa in 1898 may be regarded as m arking its 
centenary. This work was published in Literaturno-naukpvyj Vist- 
nyk> Vol. I. Then, the turn of the century witnessed the beginning 
of the publication of Professor Mychajlo Hrusevskyj’s monumental 
History of Ukraine — Ruś (Istorija Ukrainy — Rusy) which had 
most valuable observations on literature, especially in the first, 
third and sixth volumes.
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Tw o important contributions in the field of the historiography 
of Ukrainian literature made at the beginning of the twentieth 
century must be mentioned. In the twelfth volume of Bolsaja 
Enci\lopedija Borys Hrinčenko published his Malorusshaja litera
tura, and in the forty-first volume of Brockhaus and Efron’s Encikc 
lopedices\ij Slovar there appeared Ivan Franko’s J u zn o— russkaja 
literatura. Franko’s historical survey was intended to develop later 
into a m uch larger work, and in Z apys\y  naukovoho tovarystva im. 
Ševčen\a  for 1909 there even appeared his introduction to this 
proposed history of Ukrainian literature . 20

Franko was the first to use the comparative method together 
with a psychological approach in his evaluation of literature. “No 
literature” he wrote, “can be free from foreign influences. . .  A 
historian of literature must show the effect of the foreign influence 
on a national literature as well as the contribution which this litera
ture made to world literature. W hile treating literature as an aspect 
of the history and culture of a nation, he must bring out all its 
positive and negative features, remembering that knowledge of the 
historical background is not enough in itself, for literature is 
created by outstanding personalities rising above the mass and often 
guiding it along the path of progress.” 21

It is indeed a great pity that Franko’s projected large history 
never came to be written. Instead, he published in 1910 a Narys 
istorii ukräinsho'i — ruśkpi literatury do 1890 r. which disappointed 
those who were awaiting the expected large volume; and as this 
was written during Franko’s illness, it has none of the good qualities 
of the author’s earlier critical writings, being very chaotic and full 
of errors.

Less scholarly, and intended for the general reader, were the 
following surveys of Ukrainian literature published during the first 
decade of the twentieth century: Sučasne ukrainśke pysmenstvo v 
joho typovych predstavnyhach (first published in Literaturno — 
naukpvyj v istny 1907-1908) by O. Hruševskyj; Democratic eshaja

2 0 Franko, T eorija  i  ro zv ij istorii literatury , Z a p ysky  >iait/(ovoho tovarystva im . 
Ševčenl^a, vol. LXXXIX, p. 5.

2 1  Ib id . p. 15-16.
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literatura (published in Russ\aja Mysl, 1907) by O. Lotoćkyj; 
U\rains\a ja  literatura v X IX  ve \e  (in  Istorija Rossii v X IX  ve\e)  
by S. Rusova; and Ohljad istorii ukraińsko — ruskoï literatury, 
Lviv, 1910, by O. Barvinskyj. Somewhat more comprehensive was 
the study by B. Lepkyj N acer\ istorii u\rainś\o'i literatury, Koło
myja, 1909.

D uring W orld W ar I Ukrainian scholarship suffered much 
under the Russian censorship as well as from military and social 
upheavals. N ot only the muses, but the sciences also were silent 
inter arma. Three works which appeared during that period deserve 
to be mentioned : first, Starinnaja ukrains\aja literatura by Academ
ician V. Perete; second, Novaja ukrainskaja literatura by the present 
writer (both printed in Otečestvo, Petrograd, 1916) ; and third, the 
latter survey in a more complete form which appeared as Ugrains- 
kaja literatura in the forty-second volume of G ranat’s EnciĄlopedi- 
ces\ij Slovar. Tw o other works published in Vienna are of equal 
importance. They are — Z  istorii u \ra inś\ó i literatury. (1915) by 
В. Lepkyj and V. Simovyč, and Utydinstvo v Rosii (1917) by 
Volodymyr Dorošenko.

The period of the Revolution (1917-1921) was marked by the 
further ruin and. decay of scholarship. Very little was written, 
and still less printed. However, beginning with 1922, it is possible 
to speak of the rise of certain new movements in the development of 
literary historiography. The present writer’s K orot\a  istorija u\rains- 
kpho pysmenstva, Kiev, 1918, and Rozm ovy pro ukrainśkych pyś- 
m ennykjv, Part I — II, Poltava, 1918, by V. Ščepotjev were intended 
for thé general reader. A work which, because of its superficiality 
and lack of originality, cannot be recommended was D. Rudyk’s 
K oro t\y j ohljad u \r  aim  koho pysmenstva z  vyim kam y tvoriv, 
U m an’, 1920. Finally, the last and most interesting attempt to write 
a full history of Ukrainian literature was made in the first two 
parts of Istorija ukrdinś\ói literatury by Mychajlo Voznjak , 22 pub
lished in 1920-21.

As was to be expected, this excellent scholar, having used all

2 2 The second volum e appeared in 1921, the third in 1924, in Lviv.
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the available sources, succeeded in composing a work of great value. 
The only criticism which m ight be made of the parts that have 
appeared so far is that the material presented is often too detailed, 
and that the overall plan is not logical or consistent. Voznjak’s em
phasis on the early enmity between Kiev and Suzdal, his theory 
of the Ukrainian origin of the “byliny,” and the very hypothetical 
chapter on Bojan, are the weakest parts in this otherwise competent 
study.

The historiography of Ukrainian literature is now entering into 
the period of fulfillment. It began as a series of critical studies 
written without any historical perspectives, but today it has behind 
it a quarter of a century of scholarly attempts at a synthesis, and 
before it a new generation of scholars who have all the means to 
produce a truly scholarly and authoritative history of Ukrainian 
literature.

Post-Revolutionary Period (1923Л949)

As the next important contribution to the Ukrainian histori
ography of the period not covered by the author, the second enlarged 
edition of his own Istorija u \rd inś\oho  pysmenstva, Vols. I — II, 
(Kiev-Leipzig, 1924) must be mentioned. The second volume is 
especially valuable since it contains a critical appraisal of the recent 
post-revolutionary period as well as an extensive bibliography at the 
end of each chapter.

Four other general surveys of Ukrainian literature which were 
intended for use as school text books are: U \ra inś\a  literatura; 
pidručna \n yh a  dlja starsych grup semynaryčnoi školy, Kiev, 1922, 
and Pidručnyk istorii u \rd in i\o ï literatury, Kharkiv-Kiev, 1924, 
both by O. Doroškevyč; Istorija ukrainśkpi literatury, vols. I, II, 
Lviv, 1920-21, by O. Barvinskyj; and Istorija u \rd ins\o i literatury, 
vol. I. Kališ, 1922, by L. Bileckyj.

In 1923 there appeared the first volume of the large Istorija 
ukrdinskpi literatury by that outstanding Ukrainian historian Michael 
Hruševskyj. W ithin the next few years a further five volumes were 
published in the following order: Vol. I. (Folk Literature), Lviv-
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Kiev, 1923; Vol. II. (Kiev Period), Lviv-Kiev, 1923; Vol. III. (Kiev 
and Halyč-Volyn’ Period), Lviv-Kiev, 1923; Vol. IV. (Folk Litera
ture in the late Kiev Period and in the XI11-ХVII cent.), Kiev, 1925; 
Vol. V. Part One, (XV-XVI cent.), Kiev, 1926; Vol. V. Part Two, 
(The First Revival: 1580-1610), Kiev, 1927.

Hrusevskyj’s approach to literature is clearly stated by him  in the 
preface to volume one:

What a citizen should find of value in studying literature is not the evolu
tion of the literary language, style, and form as they are reflected in the 
works of various writers, but an understanding of literature as a function 
of social life, as a reflection of reality, of the mutual relationship between the 
author and his social environment. A history of literature must provide the 
reader with a key to the archives of human documents . . .  and must teach 
him to evaluate not only the reflection of social life, but also to investigate 
all forms and stages of this social life of a single people or a whole group 
of peoples, of races, and finally of mankind as a whole. Only then can works 
of literature reveal to the reader their deepest meaning, and the history of 
literature, studied from the sociological angle, will assume a truly great 
importance.23

In his work Hruševskyj followed closely this formula and his 
history of literature is therefore, in the opinion of most scholars, 
the most m odern synthesis of Ukrainian literary achievements as 
seen against the background of the social, political, and cultural 
history of the Ukraine and Eastern Europe.

A searching study of modern Ukrainian literature viewed as 
part of the W estern European literary development is Mykola 
Zerov’s N ove ufyainśke pysmenstvo, Kiev, 1924.

Three histories of Ukrainian literature written from  the stand
point of Marxian literary theory are: V. K orjak’s Narys istorii 
и1{гаіпі\ої literatury, Vol. I, Literatura peredburzuazna, Kharkiv, 
1925, Vol. II. Burzuazne pysmenstvo, Kharkiv, 1929; A. Samraj’s 
U \rd ins\a  literatura — sty sly j ohljad, Kharkiv, 1926; and V. Kor- 
jak’sUgrains\a literatura; Konspekt, Kharkiv, 1928 (revised in 
1931).

Strictly in accordance w ith the Marxian view of literature, Kor-

2 3 M .  Hruševskyj, Istorija u \rabú1{o i literatury, V ol. I. p. 21.
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jak divides Ukrainian literature into the periods of (1) tribal 
existence, (2) early feudalism, (3) Middle Ages, (4) commercial 
capitalism, (5) industrial capitalism, (6 ) financial capitalism, 
(7) proletarian dictatorship. Šamraj, while following the Marxian 
line, admits that “it is a great mistake to assume that social-economic 
phenomena alone determine literary developm ents. . .  Literature 
is not political economy, but simply literature .” 24 In dividing litera
ture into periods Šamraj attempts “to emphasize the special nature 
of literary developments.”

The further development of the historiography of Ukrainian 
literature was aided by the work of commissions and societies organ
ized for that purpose under the auspices of the All-Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences in Kiev. Under this heading must be placed 
the Permanent Commission of the V U A N 25 for the Publication 
of the Memoirs of M odern Ukrainian Literature, founded in 1919 
and consisting of such scholars as Jefremov, Loboda, Novyckyj, and 
Fylypovyč; the Historical and Literary Society affiliated to the 
VUAN, founded in 1922; the Society of Friends of Ukrainian 
Culture, Literature, and Language in Leningrad, founded in 1921 
and after 1923 affiliated with the V U A N ; and finally, the Com
mission for Ancient Ukrainian Literature, created in 1927 through 
the initiative of the Academician Volodymyr Perete. The splendid 
work of these scholars which m ight be regarded as preparatory to 
a new history of literature remained without a synthesis and was 
largely discontinued after 1930. Of m inor importance was a series 
of school textbooks of the history of Ukrainian literature, such as 
Zahalnyj \u rs  ukrainś\ói literatury (1930) edited by O. Bileckyj, and 
Ukraińska literatura, Second Edition, Kiev, 1940, edited by P. 
Volynskyj. Tw o Soviet encyclopedias have long accounts of Ukrai
nian literature: Bolsaja Sov jets kaja Enciklopedija, Vol. LV, 1947 
(articles by O. Bileckyj, S. Maslov, and S. Šachovskoj), and Litera- 
turnaja Enciklopedija, Vol. XI, 1939 (articles by O. Bileckyj, Je. 
Kyryljuk, and L. Pidhajnyj.

A t the time of the severest oppression of Ukrainian scholarship

2 4  A . Šamraj, U \rá in 's\a  literatura  (Kharkiv, 1926), p. 6.
2 5 V U A N  —  Vseukraïnska Akadem ija Nauk.
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in the U.S.S.R., the Ukrainian centres of learning in W estern 
Ukraine (Lviv), Prague, and W arsaw carried on their studies in 
the field of Ukrainian historiography. The most outstanding con
tribution originating abroad was D. Cizevsky’s Istorija ukrains\oi 
literatury, Vol. II (Renaissance, Reformation, Baroque), published 
in Prague in 1942. A later work by the same author is Geschichte 
der altrussischen Literatur im  11, und  13 Jahrhundert; Kiever 
Epoche, Frankfort a/M ain, 1948.

The only recent Soviet history of Ukrainian literature, published 
in 1945 (Narys istońi u \ra in ś\ó i literatury by S. Maslov and Je. 
Kyryljuk) was severely condemned by a special Party decree of 
August 24th, 1946. The charges against it were that (1) “the 
authors have distorted the Marxian-Leninist interpretation of the 
history of Ukrainian literature which they represented in a bourgeois 
nationalist spirit. The history of Ukrainian literature is shown as 
existing apart from  the class struggle, as a process isolated from 
that struggle. The authors ignore the class struggle as the basic 
law of the development of class society and instead allow the 
national element to play the decisive part in the development of 
writers’ work.” (2) “The O u tline’ shows traces of the theory 
according to which the Ukrainian past is classless and devoid of 
bourgeois influence. This theory is central in the conception of the 
‘school’ of M. Hrusevskyj.” (3) “The O u tline’ does not show 
the great and fruitful influence of Russian culture and literature 
on the development of Ukrainian culture and literature, it ignores 
their relationship and it exaggerates the influence of W estern Eu
ropean literatures.” 26

It is difficult to believe that w ith such criteria contemporary 
Soviet Ukrainian scholarship can accomplish anything in the field 
of historiography. However, Ukrainian scholarship in Europe, 
Canada, and in this country, tries, under difficult circumstances, to 
continue the tradition of objective research in the history of Ukrai
nian literature. The latest and best examples of this are the first

2 6 Pro perehručenn ja  i p o m y lk y  u vysv itlenn i iston'i u \r a in s \o i  literatury  v "N aryst 
istorii u \r a in ś \o i  litera tury”; z  postanovy C K  K P  (b )  U v id  24. V III. 1946. h itera turna  
H azeta , September 5th, 1946.
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volume of Professor Leonid Bileckyj’s Istorija u\rainśkp'i literatury, 
Augsburg, 1947, and Istorija и \га іп і\о ї literatury, Two volumes, 
Munich, 1947, by V. Radzykevyč. By far the most informative is 
the brief account of the history of Ukrainian literature by M. 
Hlobenko, L. Bilećkyj, Je. Pelenśkyj, D. Čiževsky, Ju. Blochyn, I. 
Korovyckyj, and V. Lev in the 10th Fascicle of the Ency\lopedija  
U\rainoznastva, Munich-New York, 1950, published by the Naukové 
Tovarystvo im. Ševčenka. It is to be hoped that other studies, now 
well under way, will be completed and published shortly.


